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AERONAUTICAL SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Length ______ _ 
Time ________ _ 
Force _______ _ 
Symbol 
l 
t 
F 
Metric 
Unit 
meter _________________ _ 
second ________________ _ 
weight of 1 kilogram _____ _ 
Symbol 
m 
s 
kg 
English 
Unit 
foot (or mile) ________ _ 
second (or hour) ______ _ 
weight of 1 pound _____ _ 
Symbol 
ft. (or mi .) 
sec. (or hr.) 
lb. 
Power________ P kg/m/s __________________________ _ 
S d {km/h__________________ k.p .h. 
horsepower __________ _ 
mi./hr. ______________ _ hp. m.p.h 
f.p .s. pee -------- --------- - m/s____________________ m.p.s. ft./sec. _____________ {I-
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS, ETC. II 
W, Weight=mg 
g, Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/s2 = 32.1740 ft./sec.2 
m, Mass = W g 
p, Density (mass per unit volume). 
Standard density of dry air, 0 .12497 (kg-m-{ 
S2) at 15° C . and 760 rom = 0.002378 
(lb.-ft .-4 sec.2). 
Specific weight of "standard" alT, 1.2255 
kg/m3 = 0.07651 Ib ./It .3. 
mk2, Moment of inertia (indicate axis of the 
radius of gyration k, by proper sub-
script). 
s, 
Sw, 
G, 
b, 
C, 
Area. 
Wing area, etc. 
Gap. 
Span. 
Chord. 
b2 S' Aspect ratio. 
}J., Coefficient of viscosity. 
3. AERODYNAMICAL SYMBOLS 
V, True air speed 
Cj, Dynamic (or impact) pressure=~pV2. 
L, Lift, absolute coefficient OL= :s 
D, Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ~ 
Do, Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Dt, Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODt=~S 
D p , Parasite drag, absolute coefficient OD p = ~S 
0, Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 
o 
OC=qS 
R, Resultant force. 
i w , Angle of setting of wrngs (relative to 
thrust line). 
~t, Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to 
thrust line). 
Q, Resultant moment. 
£2, Resultant angular velod.ty. 
Vl 
p- ' Reynolds Number, where l is a linear 
jJ. dimension. 
e. g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
mi./hr. normal pressure, at 15° C., the 
conesponding numbel: is 234,000 i 
or for a model of 10 Cl1:J. chord 40 mis, 
the corresponding number is 274,000. 
Op, Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of 
di tance of c. p. from leading edge to 
chord length). 
Ci , Angle of attack. 
E, Angle of downwash. 
Cio, Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio. 
Cit, Angle of attack, induced. 
Cio, Angle of attack, absolute. 
(Measured from zero lift position.) 
'Y Flight path angle. 
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THE N.A.C.A. TANK 
A HIGH-SPEED TOWING BASIN FOR TESTING MODELS OF SEAPLANE FLOATS 
By STARR TRUSCOTT 
SUMMARY 
This report describes the high-speed model towing 
basin oj the National Advisory OommitteejorAeronautics, 
usually rejerred to as the N.A.O.A. tank. The purpo e 
oj this piece oj equipment is to enable the Oommittee to 
provide injormation and data regarding the peljormance 
oj seaplanes on the water analogous to the injormation 
jurnished concerning the perjormance oj airplanes in 
the air'. 
The tank and its equipment, together with the method 
oj operation, are described, and the type oj work done 
in it is illustrated by data jrom two typical tests, The 
one was to determine the effect on the take-off perjormance 
oj a model oj the hull oj a flying boat oj fitting the step 
with" hooks" oj three different heights, and the second 
to determine the effect on the take-off peljormance oj the 
same model oj fitting the bottom just jorward oj the main 
step successively with two and three flutes oj two different 
depths. In each case the perjormance with the alterations 
is compared with the perjormance oj the model with a 
plain bottom. The distinctive discontinuities jound in 
the speed-resistance curves at hump speed are a notable 
feature oj the results oj these tests, 
INTRODUCTION 
HISTORICAL-GE ERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
A survey of the information available regarding the 
application of the results of tests of models in towing 
basins to the design of floats for seaplanes was made 
by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic 
in 1929. It was found that the development of 
flying boat and seaplanes had been assisted very 
much in the United States, and possibly more in other 
countries, by tests of models in towing basins or tanks 
(references 1 and 2). Some tanks already existed 
which were designed especially for testing models of 
seaplane floats and the construction of other tanles 
for this special purpose was projected (references 
3 and 4). There was no such tank in the United States; 
in fact, there were only two tanks, both constructed 
before the appearance of the seaplane and designed 
originally to test models of ships. The construction 
in the United States of a special towing basin that 
could be devoted to tests of models of seaplane floats 
and hulls might reasonably be expected to be of 
great assistance in the further development of this 
type of aircraft, the importance of which appeared 
to be increasing. 
In considering the construction of such a piece of 
equipment it was nece sary to evaluate many features, 
and in the case of the .A.C.A. tank the decisions 
arrived at led to the incorporation of certain novel 
features which appeared to be more suitable for their 
respective purposes than the constructions used in 
other tanks. The reasons for these decisions are of 
general interest and discussions of them will be found 
later in the report. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SEAPLANE FLOATS 
The desirable characteristics of the float supporting 
a seaplane are many, but among them may safely be 
included the following: 
1. Low resistance to propulsion on the water. 
2. Freedom from tendencies to trim or pitch vio-
lently while being propelled on the water. 
3. Freedom from excessive moments, about the cen-
ter of gravity of the whole craft, of the hydrodynamic 
forces arising from propulsion on the water. 
4. Freedom from excessive spray or from throwing 
solid water upward or outward to excessive distances 
while being propelled on the water. 
5. As great stability as is compatible with other 
properties. 
6. Low drag in the air. 
The combination of these characteristies, with others 
which have not been mentioned, in a single form pre-
sents a problem which has been solved in widely differ-
ent ways by different de igners. The forms adopted 
have changed as experience dictated and with the de-
mands of the respective users until they have taken 
the distinctive shapes now associated with certain de-
signers, and even with certain nations. This process 
has been influenced also by the results of tests made 
in model towing basins to determine the hydrody-
namic properties of models of the various forms pro-
posed or adopted. 
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TESTS OF MODELS J MODEL BASINS 
When the development of the seaplane began, model 
towing basins had been in regular use for about forty 
years for the purpose or obtaining iniormation as to 
the performance of surface vessels of all types, and it 
was only natural to turn to the towing basins for as-
sistance in designing seaplane floats. Although much 
valuable information was obtained from the ship-
model to\ving basins, it was soon perceived that tests 
of models of seaplane floats in such model basins suf-
fered from serious disadvantages because of the rela-
tively low speeds of the towing carriages (reference 1). 
These disadvantages become apparent from a consid-
eration of the method of applying the results from 
such tests, which generally is as follows: 
The total resistance of the model, and of the ship, 
is assumed to be made up of two 'parts: frictional or 
viscous resistance, and wave-making re istance. The 
former is computed for the model by the u e of gen-
erally accepted formulas and coefficients, and is de-
ducted from the total measured resistance. The re-
mainder, the wave-making re istance, is assumed to 
follow that particular one of the Laws of Mechanical 
irnilitude, usually called Froude's Law, which may 
be expressed as follows: If V and v are corre ponding 
speeds of sh ip and model, of lengths Land t, re pec-
tively, and Rw and rll! are the respective wave-making 
re istances at those speeds, then at the corresponding 
speeds of ship and model 
and 
or 
V v 
"L= l 
RW=(~)3 
rll! l 
Rw=rw(~)3 
The total resistance of the ship is then obtained for 
each corre ponding speed by adding to the wa ve-
making resistance determined from the tests of the 
model the frictional re i tance computed anew from 
the dimensions of the ship and its speed. 
SIZES OF MODEL AND EFFECTS OF SCALE 
The expression for corresponding speeds shows that 
no matter how large the tank may be the maximum 
size of the model that can be towed at the speed corre-
sponding to a given peed of the full-size craft is fixed 
by the maximum speed of the towing carriage. If the 
get-away speed Vof a full-size seaplane is 60 miles per 
hour, the full-size length L 64 feet, and the maximum 
. speed of the towing carriage v 15 miles per hour, then 
60 15 
..j64=-Z 
and the length of the longes'j model of the seaplane 
that. can be towed at a speed corresponding to get-away 
speed will be 4 feet. As the get-away speed of the 
craft increases for a given IEmgth of hull, or as tbe 
length of the hull decrease>: for a given get-away 
speed, the length of the model that may be towed to 
get-away speed decreases. 
It must also be remembered that, in contrast with 
the smooth fair form found in a ship, the form of the 
hull of a seaplane or flying boat includes definite dis-
continuities, as the chines and steps . At high speeds, 
irregularities and inaccuracies in a model may be 
expected to produce serious disturbances in the results 
of tests. If the models of the hulls of seaplanes must 
be made to very small scale, the accuracy of the models 
to dimensions must be most carefully maintained, 
otherwise doubt may be thrown on the conclusions. 
Difficulties of even more flerious character appear 
with the demonstration that there is a scale effect on 
the resistance and other quantities meliSured that 
increases as the size of the model is reduced (references 
5 and 6), and that the difference between the waves 
and spray produced by a model and those of the full 
size at the corresponding speed increases as the size 
of the model decreases (refeLnce 6) . As it has been 
the general practice to considc'r the observed ro istance 
of models of seaplane floats as all wave-making 
resistance, and to obtain the resistance of the full-size 
craft by converting the who:.e according to Froude's 
method, these scale effects may explain some of the 
observed discrepancies. 
ADVANTAGES OF A LARGE TANK 
In view of the disadvanta.ges found in the use of 
small models at low speeds, ::1. new tank, to be of the 
greatest service, should be equipped to tow large models 
at high speeds so that the Bimilarity of phenomena 
between full size and model might be greater, the 
accuracy of construction of the models need not be so 
great, and the conclusions dJ'awn should therefore be 
more trustworthy. The nearer the approach to full-
scale size and speed the more accurate and satisfactory 
would be the conclusions drawn from the tests . How-
ever, it had to be remembered that excessively large 
models meant a correspondingly large tank and high 
speed of the towing carrilLge. The cost of such 
equipment would be more than correspondingly high. 
The circumstances just outlined were given careful 
consideration by the ational Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics, and it was dE:cided to construct a tank 
which should represent an attempt to balance the 
various factors involved against one another. 
The construction of the tank was approved in 1929, 
and plans and specification~l were prepared by the 
Committee in that year. Cc·nstruction began in 1930 
and was completed in 1931. The new tank was offi-
I 
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cially dedicated at the time of the Sixth Annual Aircraft 
Engineering Conference, May 27, 1931, by Dr. D. W. 
Taylor, Vice Chairman of the Committee, who super-
vised the construction of the first modern experimental 
model basin in this country, at the Washington J avy 
Yard, and whose work in that basin is known the world 
over. 
DESCRIPTION 
Type.- The J.A.C.A. tank i of the Froude type; 
that is, the model which is being tested is towed through 
still watcr at successive constanL spceds from a carriage 
spanning the tank. At each constant speed the towing 
pull is measured, the trim and the rise, or change of 
draft, are recorded and, if the model is being towed at 
a fixed trim, the moment required to hold it there is 
measured and recorded. 
Location.-The N.A.C.A. tank is located at Langley 
Field, Va., and extends about north and south along 
the west bank of the outhwest Branch of Back River, 
the distance from the shore varying from about 75 to 
150 feet. (See fig. 1.) 
Dimensions.- The reinforced concrete ba in con-
taining the water has the following dimensions: 
Feet 
(1) Length on wa t e r , extreme _ _______ _______ ____ __ 2, 020 
(2) N ormal width of wate r urface __ ____ ____ ___ ____ 24 
(3) Normal depth of wateL ______ ____________ _____ 12 
(4) Length of 12-foot d epth ____ __________ ____ ___ __ 1,980 
The sides of the tank are coved in above the water 
line in order to bring the rails closer together and 
thus reduce the width of the car, and also to assist 
in suppressing the waves which arc produced by the 
models. The appearance of the empty tank is hown 
in figure 2. 
The salt water with which the tank is filled is 
supplied from Back River by a centrifugal pump 
driven by an electric motor. The tank contains 
approxjmately 4,000,000 gallons of water which can 
be pumped in or out in about 40 hours. 
At the south end of the ba in there is an annex 
containing the shop and offices, together with the 
pumping plant and the electrical equipment, lll-
eluding motor generator set, switchboards, etc., for 
the supply of current to th e carriage. 
Shelter.-The whole tank is covered by a shelter 
intended more to protect the slll'face of thtl water 
from the effect of wind and weather than to maintain 
a Lempel'ature wiLhin the building. This shelter 
con ists of a simple building 2,060 feet long and 2 
feet wide having a steel frame of ordinary construc-
tion covered with corrugated sheets of an a bestos-
cement composition. The trusses and columns sup-
porting the roof are spaced at 20-foot centet::>, and a 
small window i placed in the middle of each 20-foot 
bay on each side and as high up as is feasible. These 
windows are glazed with light-diffusing glass to 
reduce the amount of direct sunlight falling on the 
water of the tank, The general arrangement of the 
tank may be seen in figure 3. 
Rails.-The rails on which the towing carriage 
runs are heavy H-beams set with the web vertical. 
They are supported on cross ties, or chairs, made of 
short lengths of steel tie section. The rails are laid 
in 60-foot lengths with staggered joints. The joints 
are not welded or scarfed, but are simply butted with 
sufficient clearance to permit the ends to come to-
gether at a temperature of about 80° F. 
The rails are leveled to the same height above 
the water surface and the east rail is alined with 
extreme care. Leveling of the top surfaces of the 
rails is done by measuring from the surface of the 
water in the tank while it is perfectly still, using an 
electrical contact point on the extended spindle of a 
micrometer head. In this manner the rails are 
made to follow the curvature of the earth taken 
by the surface of the water. Careful checking of 
the measurements indicates that the rails are within 
± 0.015 inch of parallel to the water surface. The 
alinement of the east rail is done by means of a 
special transit and reference points placed in the 
concrete of the tank. This rail is used to hold the 
car on the rails and in a straight line by means of 
guide wheels which bear on both sides of the web. 
There are no guide wheels on the west rail. 
Towing earriage.-The structure of the towing car-
riage is of carbon-steel tube, with all joints welded. [n 
order to in ure accuracy of alinement in the girders form 
ing the car structure, the ends of all the tubes meeting at 
a joint were milled to fit snugly before welding and all 
welding was done with the structlU'e in a massive jig. 
The gear ca es also are of welded construction. 
The structlll'e of the cal' may be divided into a 
center-line girder, two side girders, and two trans-
verse girders. The center-line girder is of sufficient 
depth to carry the dynamometer and to permit 
persons to stand within it. The other girders are 
shallower and are proportioned solely by the strength 
requirements and the necessity for securing other 
parts of the carriage, such as the electric motors 
and the reduction gears between the motors and the 
wheels. A general view of the towing carriage is 
hown in figlU'e 4. 
Wheels and tires .-The carriage runs on four 
wheel fitted with pneumatic tires. These wheels 
are mounted on stub axles, and are not connected 
by cross axle. They are each driven by an inde-
pendent electric motor through a single-reduction 
herringbone pinion and gear. The pneumatic tires 
are high-speed bus or truck tire, with smooth treads. 
The guide wheels which hold the carriage in aline-
ment on the east rail have grooved solid rubber tires 
of a medium soft composition. It is planned to 
try small pneumatic tires later, although the present 
tires are very satisfactory. 
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FIGURE I.-Airplane view showing the location of the N.A.C.A. tank with respect to other equipment of the Committee at Langley Field, Va. 
1. The tank. 2. The full·scale tunnel. 3. The propeller·research tunnel. 4. The administration b·:tilding. 
FIGURE 2.-Looking north in the empty basin of the N.A.C.A. tank. 
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FIGURE a.-Plan and section of the N .A.C.A. tank. 
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Propelling motors.-The four electric motors pro-
pelling the car are each nominally of 75 horsepower, 
but for short periods they may be safely called upon to 
deliver 220 horsepower each. They are direct-current 
motors having two field windings. One of the fields is 
excited separately, and the other is excited by the arma-
ture current from one of the other motor . The wiring 
is so arranged that the armature current from the front 
pair of motors passes through the field windings of the 
rear pair of motors, and vice versa. The shunt field 
current is held at a constant voltage and the spee.i of 
the car is varied by varying the voltage of the arma-
ture current. The increase of the armature current 
during acceleration is controlled automatically to suit 
the rate of acceleration desired; the change to constant 
speed conditions is also made automatically. 
the carriage at definite positions easier. This brake is of 
the automotive type with jntern~l-expanding shoes 
which are carried in brake dr .lms fitted on the wheels. 
If the other braking systems should all fail the car-
riage would be stopped by th emergency brakes at the 
end of the tank. The e are continuous rail friction 
brakes consisting of two heavy T-bars securely an-
chored to the concrete, one just outside each running 
rail. The stem of each projeets vertically upward and 
forcibly sandwiches itself between two spring brake 
plates secured to the carriage. Four pairs of the e brake 
plates are fitted on each side of the carriage. Instead 
of using coil springs to conkol the grip of the brake 
plates, the plates themselves are designed as flat-plate 
prings and the intensity of the braking action is con-
trolled by the width of the initi.al opening between them. 
FIGURE 4.- The towing carriage of the N .A.C.A. tank. 
Electrical braking.-Current for propulsion is sup-
plied to the car by four overhead trolley wires on 
which travel two armature trolleys and two field trol-
leys. In addition there are two trolley wires and trol-
leys providing two circuits for the control of the elec-
trical braking of the carriage. Opening one of these 
circuits sets into operation automatically controlled 
regenerative braking, opening the other dynamic brak-
ing. By means of a switch located at the control desk 
the operator can select either of two points along the 
tank at which the circuit controlling the regenerative 
braking will be opened and braking produced. If the 
incoming line voltage fails the braking automatically 
changes to dynamic. 
The electrical braking can also be applied at will by 
either the operator at the control desk or the personnel 
on the towing carriage. A hand-operated brake is also 
provided to assist in the final stop and to make spotting 
All the braking systems have been thoroughly tested 
and found to operate satisfactorily in service. The 
emergency brakes have been used but once. The car-
riage was moving at less than 5 miles per hour and was 
stopped in less than 3 inches. The deceleration was 
violent but without shock. 
Control of operation.-The control of the whole pro-
pelling system is concentrated at a control desk located 
at the south end of the tank. Here are the rheostat 
controlling the acceleration ao.d determining the con-
stant speed at which the carriage is to be propelled. 
Switches control the field and armature currents, and 
a selector switch controls the points at which the 
electrical braking is to be applied. A voltmeter 
and an ammeter are fitted to indicate the voltage 
and current in the armaturl3 circuit. The whole is 
mounted on a metal desk with the rheostats concealed 
within it. 
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The personnel carried on the car have no control of 
the peed of the car other than the ability to stop it at 
any time. They are free to give all their attention to 
taking the readings and to watching the behavior of 
the model being towed. 
Time and distance gear.- The speed at which the 
carriage has been propelled on any run i determined 
from the time and di tance traveled. A special clock 
i mounted on the carriage and so arranged as to send 
an electrical impul e to the dynamometer every 
econd. The di tance traveled i given by an indica-
tion in the dynamometer corre ponding to every 5 
feet of travel. A steel tape extends the entire length 
of the tank, and i supported by bracket projecting 
down from the bottom chords of the roof trusses. 
This tape has an accurately located hole through it 
every 5 feet. A the carriage move along the leno-th 
of the tank the tape is picked up by a set of rollers on 
the carriage and passes through a slot in a box placed 
between the rollers which contains a source of light 
and a photoelectric cell. The path of the light to the 
cell is interrupted by the solid tape, but when one of 
the hole in the tape passes through the box the light 
beam lips through and falls on the cell. The electrical 
impul e which thi produces is amplified by a radio-
type amplifier and is sent to the recording device of 
the dynamometer as a relatively powerful impul e. 
Motor-generator set.-The direct current for operat-
ing the carriage is obtained from a motor-genel'ator et 
located in the shop ection of the building. Thi et 
consi t of a 350-horsepower alternating-current motor, 
taking current at 2,200 yolts, driving a 300-kilowatt 
direct-current generator and two direct-current ex-
citeI'. One exciter provides current for the shunt 
fields of the motor on the car; the other provides 
exciting current for the alternating-current motor 
and the fields of the direct-current generator. 
The towing gear.-The arrangement of the towing 
grar i shown on figure 5. The model being towed is 
attached to the after end of a sLiff latticed girder, or 
"towing gate." The forward end of this girder i 
attached to tbe dynamometer propel' which weigh 
and record the pull of Lhe model a it pa es through 
the water. The length of the towing girder i as great 
as is feasible in order to reduce the obliquity of the 
pull a the model rise or ink. The towing pull is 
applied to the model at a point corre ponding to the 
center of gravity of the full-size craft and about this 
point the model can wing freely, when te ts are made 
free to trim, or it can be held at any de»ired trim, and 
the moment required to bold it thus can be mea med. 
A pointer moving with the model swings over a grad-
till ted c.l1e nnd indie.) tes thr trim, ",hi Ie tlle dcflect.ion 
or n ;;pl'ing through which tbe ronsLl'I1ining: rorce is 
npplie 1 indic<lLes the magniLudc of Lbe lorce nnd Lhe 
moment which musL be applied Lo con train the trim. 
7U1 3:1 
Two izes of towing gate are available, each with 
it own gear for measuring the trim and moment . 
The lighter and smaller one is made of duralumin 
structural ection and i used with model up to 
about 10 feet in length; the "heavy" one, used with 
model up to 16 feet in lenath, i made of steel tubing 
and has exceptionally heavy gear for mea uring the 
trim and moment. The weight of the gate i counter-
balanced by weight on the end of a flexible wire rope 
Ll pended over a sheave. A large damping cylinder, 
fitted on the lower end of the rod carrying the weights, 
reduce any tendency to vibrate vertically. 
Through the point of suspen ion of the model i 
applied a vertical lift to imulate the lift derived from 
the wings of the full- ized craft. Thi lift is obtained 
from a flexible wire rope wbich pa e over two heaves 
to the upper end of a teel bar that is free to move 
vertically in roller O'uidc. The upper end of the bar 
is fitted to receive weights to counterbalance any 
overweight of the model. At the lower end of the bar 
there is fitted a bronze blade that project downward 
into the water. The immersed end of the bla.de is 
fitted to receive anyone of everal bronze hydrofoils, 
or hydro vanes, which can be firmly eCllred to it The 
size of the hydro vane is selected to snit the model that 
is being te ted and the angle of attack may be adjusted 
by changing the angle of the blade. The selection and 
adj u tment of the hydrovane are 0 made that at the 
speed corre ponding to the get-away speed of the full-
sized craft the dowmvard pull exerted by the hydro-
vane will equal the weight corresponding to the gross 
weight of tbe full size and, if the model i balanced to 
that weight, it will be just lifted from the water. At 
any other speed the lift produced by the hydrovane 
will be to the lift at get-away as the square of the 
speed i to the square of the get-away peed and will 
correspond to the lift of the wing at that peed. The 
blade and the hydro vane are placed a far to one side 
of the model as is feasible to avoid any interference 
with the flow around the model. 
Thi method of supplying the lift cOl'l'esponding to 
the wing lift implie that the lift coefficient of the 
wing does not change during the take-ofl'. This as-
sumption i contrary to the fact, but devices intended 
to provide a lift that will be varied automatically to 
correspond with the variation in angle of attack due 
to change in trim introduce complication and do not 
seem to be ufficiently trustworthy to warrant their 
use at pre ent. Devices similar to the pre ent one 
have been used for year with reasonably good re ul ts. 
It hould al 0 be remembered that if a large range of 
trim angles is involved the aet-away speed can be 
varied t.o suit thc change in angle of nttack of the 
wings. In general, the diO'pl'cncc in Lhr valurs of D. /R 
obtaincd is noL gl'eaL. The pl'ovisioJl of n suit<Lble 
device providing automatic variation of the lift with 
"" -u-.. ~ , 
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I Shown turned 90· 
A, Adjustment or hydrovane. 
B, Doitom chord or roor truss. 
r 
C, Dox containing light source and photoelectric cell. 
0 , Drncket ror distance tape. 
E, Draking rail. 
F, Catenary. 
G, Chair. 
H, Damping cylinder. 
I, Distance tape 
J, Emergency brake. 
K, Film box. 
L, Frrune ror adjusti ng height or towing point. 
M, Guide. 
N, Guide wbeel. 
0, IIydrovaue. 
.. B' 
S' 10 ' 
t I 
SC AL( 
P, Light source. 
Q, Mirror. 
R, Rail. 
S, Reflecting ray. 
T, Rollers. 
U, Spring. 
V, Suspender. 
W, Towing gate. 
X, Towing link. 
Y, Trim and moment indicator. 
z. Trollev wire. 
N, Vertical bar. 
B', Water level. 
C·, " -eigbts to counterbalance model. 
FIGURE 5.-Elevation and sections or the carriage and towing gear or the N.A.C.A. tank. 
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the trim is contemplated but its development has not 
begun. 
The rise of the model is indicated by a poin tel', at-
tached to the wire providing the lift, which traverses 
a vertical scale attached to the carriage. 
At the forward end of the towing gate are two ver-
tical suspension links which support a part of the 
weight of the gate and any reaction from the trim-
ming moments. There are thus no vertical forces 
applied to the weighing device of the dynamometer. 
A single horizontal link connects the beam to the 
weighing device, which consists of a stiff spring in the 
form of a single flat plate of steel. The magnitude 
of the pull exerted by the model is obtained by meas-
uring the deflection of the spring. 
The upper end of the spring is rigidly attached to a 
massive tube snpported in the center girder of the 
earriage and i presumed to 'have no drfiection. The 
deflection of the lower end of the spring is magnified 
by an arm attached to it and extending up into the 
tube. The upper end of thi arm carrie a stylus, the 
point of which bears against a vertical plate mounted 
on il horizontal staff that al 0 carrie a horizontal 
mirror. The plate on the mirror starr is held against 
Lhe stylus by a, small hairspring. 
A beam of light projected against the mirror from a 
light ource at the top of the tube i reflected back 
against a slit in the top plate of the tube. When a 
sheet of sensitized paper is moved at constant speed 
acros the lit the reflected spot of light traces a curve 
that becomes visible on development. In addition to 
the cllrve from the movable mirror, a series of parallel 
tra:ght lines are ruled on the record by light rays 
from six fixed mi.rrors. These are 0 adj usted as to 
provide a convenient series of reference lines. 
In order that the operator may be informed as to 
the magnitude of the pull exerted by the model dur-
ing the run, a second beam of light is projected against 
the measuring mirror at such an angle that as it re-
turns to the top of the tube it may be intercepted by 
a horizontal mirror set to reflect the beam against a 
tran lucent screen. This screen is suitably graduated 
and the gro s pull exerted by the model may be read 
from the position of the spot of light coming from the 
measuring mirror. 
The speed of the caris determined from the records 
of time and distance traveled. The time is indicated 
by succes ive dots produced by flashes of a lamp lighted 
every seeond by the tinring clock. The distance is 
indicated by the breaks in a line traced on the sen itive 
paper by the light reflected from a galvanometer mirror 
mounted inside the tube. The deflection of this gal-
vanometer is produced by the amplified impulse coming 
from the photoelectric tube which is illuminated 
every 5 feet as the car progresse along the track. 
The record thus obtained includes a curve showing 
the pull exerted by the model, a erie of dots which 
indicate the time in second, and a broken line the 
deflections from which indicate 5-foot intervals of 
progress. The peed may be computed from the time 
required to eover a given distance, or the di tance 
covered in a given time. 
The recording part of the dynamometer is mounted 
on a frame that can be moved vertically to bring the 
point at which the pull is applied to the spring to any 
de ired height from the water. The movable frame is 
carried on fOLlr lead screws in a fixed frame, but two 
vertical guides on the fixed frame relieve the lead 
screws of any side load. 
PRELIMINARY TESTS 
The first task, after the work of construction wa 
finished, was to assemble and te t the equipment to 
dr,monstrate the ac uracy of operation and the ability 
Lo reproduce results on sllccessive runs. A number of 
novel features, referred to in the introduction, r<'qllirC'd 
e pecial a tten tion. 
The de igncd maximum speed of the towing carriage 
had been set at 60 mile per hour for thn'C' rcitsons : 
Fir t, to be sure that there would he ample acceleration 
for any peeds that might ordinarily be required (40 
mile per hour as the get-away peed of a 7~- ize model 
of a seaplane haying an SO-mile get-away wa easily 
foreseen); second, to make it possible to determine the 
propertie of detail of bottons, or of planing surfaces, 
a t speed at or ncar actual get-away speeds; and third, 
to make it possible to study the phenomena of fluid 
friction on urface moving at high speed and the 
eirects of rougbnesses such as rivet heads and plate 
butts. High speeds meant high acceleration of the 
ani age and great length of run so that conditions might 
settle down before readings were taken, at a constant 
speed. 
The towing carriages of all previou tanks had run 
on wheel with iron or steel tires, usually of hardened 
steel carefully ground to perfectly circular form. 
These were used with steel rails which had been care-
fully mae-hined to give the greatest practicable smooth-
ness and straightness to the surface. uch an arrange-
ment appeared certain to be extremely costly if used 
on the very long tank that was contemplated. It, 
also appeared to include a promise of trouble. At the 
high accelerations, which were necessary if the already 
long tank were not to be longer, the torques trans-
mitted to the wheels in starting the carriage might 
cause them to slip. Furthermore, in braking at the 
end of the testing run the brakes might lock and slide 
the wheels. Either event would spoil the truly 
circular form of the tires and might also spoil the 
smooth surface of the rails. At the high speeds 
which were contemplated the slightest irregularities 
in the rail or in the wheel, no matter how produced, 
would surely produce violent shocks and erratic 
motion of the carnage. One method of avoiding the 
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higu starting and braking Lntctions wa Lo provide a 
catapult for acccleraLing and ,tl'ever cd one 1'01' bJ'uking. 
These meant con iderable increase in the co t and 
unknown difficuliie in operation. 
A simple olution was to abandon the steel tires and 
ubstitute pneumatic I'll bber tires running on wide 
flat surface. Such tire could be made and kept very 
clo e to truly circular a t no gren t expen e. They 
would have much greater adhe ion than steel tires and 
accelerating and braking torque could be correspond-
ingly inerea ed. There would al 0 be Ie neces ity 
for a fine finish on the rail [or the tire would absorb 
light irregularities and even provide damping for any 
vertical vibration . 
Ooupled with these advantages wa a po sible dis-
advantage in that a pneumatic tire alway ha. a flat 
surfacE' in contact with the rail and the loaded radiu , 
or axle height, i not the radiu of the unloaded tire. 
Variations ill this height might produce tramping or 
magnify vertical motions. 
The advantage appeared to outweiah the possible 
di ad yantage and it wa decided to 1.1 e the pneumatic 
tire. It wa realized that thi wa a radical departure 
from well-establi hed practice and the te tina and 
hreaking in of the new eq uipment was rarefully 
\Va tched to determine exactly how the tires aiIectE'd 
the operation of the towing carriage. 
Durino' the trial period the carriage wa operated 
throllah a wide range of speed and acceleration . 
The maximum speed attained was 5 }~ mile per 
hour. A still higher speed can be reached if required, 
probably more than the de igned 60 mile per hour, 
but it wa thought unwise to attempt it with equip-
ment that was still new and not completely broken in. 
The carriage has since been operated at speeds of abo ut 
50 mile per hour everal times in connection with 
actual tests and the operation is even smoother than it 
was during the trial period. 
The tests during the trial period showed very plainly 
that the pneumatic tires did not produce tramping, 
that they did damp 0 LJ t tlu'eatened vibration and 
ab orb the eiIects of slight irregularitie , and al 0 that 
for a given air pre sure in the tire the axle height 
remained con tant a nearly as could be determined. 
Because of the use of the pneumatic tires it had been 
decided to omit the planing of the top urface of the 
H-beams that were u ed as rail, and to in tall them 
a they came from the mill, depending on the tire to 
absorb any irregularities. The rails were laid with 
plain butt joints and no special arrangements were 
fitted to avoid shocks as the wheels ero sed the rail 
]omLs. teel tire would hn,ve hammered the open 
butt joint into violently di torted form ; pneumatic 
tire promised to leave then unharmed. The test 
demonstrated that these anticipations were fulfilled. 
However, the heavy H-beam rails were of surpri ing 
rigidity, and leveling and alining them so that the two 
Lop uIL1ces should b parallel to the water surface 
Iwd the web of one should he straight from end to 
end proved a time-con uming operation. About 
2,000 feet of rail had to be leveled on each side of the 
tank. Weather conditions sometimes produced urge 
in the water which topped mea urement for clay . 
ome of tl1f' e could be expla ined only by the theory 
that the barometric pre lire at the enel of the tank 
ometime diiIered by amount ufficient to depre 
bodily the whole ma of water at one end and to permit 
it to rise corre pondingly at tI ,e other. The change in 
level would be mall but it would exceed the allowable 
errol' in leveling the rails. 
METHODS OF TESTI G 
T ests of models of hu]] or floats may be made in 
ei ther of two ways. The earli I' method wa ' originally 
developed to obtain information regarding an aircraft 
for which 1110 t of the essential da ta arc known. A 
eronel, 01' gene ral, meLhod do es not require thi infor-
mation, and at the same timc· give much more con> 
plete informaLion than the earlier method. Both 
methods are su ceptiblc of :;ome modification, and 
may even b partially combin"d. 
Earlier , or specific, method .-The model is p re-
' limed to be of a hull or float for a specific aircraft of 
which the gro weight, initial trim, po ition of center 
of O"ravity, and get-away sp!'ed arc known. If the 
("limen ions 01' the model are ~ time Lhose of the full 
size, then according to Froude' Law, 
L, length of full size. 
l = ~ L , length of model. 
11', gro weigh t of full ize. 
w = A~ TV, gros weigh t of model. 
1'g, get-away speed of full ize. 
Vg = ..J~ V g , get-away peed of model. 
1\1, trimming moment of full ize. 
m = ~ Ai, trinuning momen t of model. 
The initial trim of the model will be the same as that 
of the full size and the position of the center of gravity 
of the model, which i the point at which the towing 
pull i applied, will be the ame as that of the full ize 
to cale. 
The weight of the model aB constructed will rarely 
be that determined from the relation given above; 
1I ually it will be considerably heavier. Accordingly, 
counterweights are fitted on tIle top of the vertical bar 
carrying the hydrovane until the weight of the model 
which remains waterborne is exactly that corre pond-
ing to the gross weight of the full size. 
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The seLLing of the hydrovnne de vice is Lben 'lclj usted 
to give a downward pull, and all upward lift Ilt Lhe 
model, or w at peed 1'u, Thi i. obtained approxi-
mately from curves previou ly prepared and is 
checked and adjusted to the proper setting by trial 
run. There i aLo prepar d a CUl'\'e sbowiu o- the ait' 
drag produced by windage on the pH rts of the towing 
gear expo eel to the air tream. 
The model is towed at a ucces ion of COIl. tant 
speed. Usually the ftrst runs are made with the 
model free to trim. The e arc followed by other 
serie of run at variou /L'(ed trims. If no /L'(ed trims 
have been specified the e usually arc 4°, 6°, a,nd ° 
The speed u ed vary with the size and type of model. 
The free-to-trim runs usually hegin at about 5 feet 
per second and extend by interval of 1 foot per 
second to Ilbout 75 percent or the get-a\\-a)T . peed. 
Lo-Lt'ill1 run. In IllosL cn es Lhe Lrend of Lhe curye 
go\'crn the speeds selected and tho range covored, and 
additional runs at'e made a,t ct'iLical point in the 
curves. 
During tho run tho resistance, time, and di tance 
are recorded automatically, while the trim angle and 
rise, for froe-to-trim run , or trimming moment and 
rise for fixed-trim 1'1.111 , must he read by an oh erver 
stationed. at the rear of the carriage. For ftxed-trim 
runs it is al 0 hi ta k to operate the control of the 
electric motor that drives the dovice to apply the 
proper moment to hold the trim at the con tant ,alue 
which has been previou ly elected. 
Photographs of the model are taken at each peed 
at which the wave ystem or spray will be of intere t. 
Two cameras arc u ed and are located to give a 
record o(tho e feature of the wave sy tem which how 
FJ(1 l'RE 6. Bow view of model of PTT·{ flying-boa L hull aL 14 f.p.s., frre to Lrim. 
At tbi spee.d the trim 1I ually is back close to the 
initial trim and there would be danger of puttino- the 
bow of the model into the water if the speeds were 
carried higher with the model free to t rim, which 
might result in the wreck of the goal' and the breaking 
of the model. At uch speeds tho aerodynamic 
control of the full ize honld be sufficiently eirective 
to control the attitude, which will be a considerably 
larger trim, and usually there eem no need to 
investigate a condition which doe not ordinarily 
occur. It i possible, however, to carry the free-to-
trim runs further if nece ary, but in such run sub-
tantial tops must be fitted to the model to keop it 
from suddenly trimming too far down by the bow, 
with pos ibly disastrous consequence. 
The aerodynamic controls have little eHeet aL 
peeds much below 50 percent of get-away speed, 0 
the fixed-trim runs u ually begin at about 35 percent 
get-away speed and are carried up to, or very neal' to, 
get-away speed. Usually speeds are selected at some-
what larger intervals for these runs than for the free-
the properties of the model most plainly. Two typical 
and imul taneou pi tures are shown as figures 6 and 7. 
After the runs have been completed the sen itized 
paper on which the various point of light have been 
projocted is developed and dried. Points giving a 
curve of gross resistance against speed have been 
made on a rough plot from reading of the repeater 
made by an observer, but the accurate readings of 
resistance and speed can be obtained only after the 
record ha been developed. 
The resi tance record appears a a wavy line through 
which a mean line can be drawn by eyo, u ing a 
straightedge. Experience in drawing this mean line 
soon makes it possible to draw it 0 accurately that 
usually only one attempt is nece ary. The height of 
the mean line above t he line repre enting zero re ist-
ance i multiplied by the instrument constant and 
gives the gross re istance in pound. The true speed 
of the run is determined by the distance traveled in a 
given number of seconds, as recorded by the time and 
distance indicators. 
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Corrections.-The gross resistance is corrected for 
the error introduced by the obliquity of the towing 
gear, which is determined from the rise of the model 
as read by the observer, and for the windage drag at 
the true speed. Both are obtained from curves pre-
viously prepared. If the trimming moment has been 
observed it is corrected to take account of the fact 
that the vertical position of the center of gravity of 
the model is not at the towing point, where it was 
assumed to be, and that the weight of the model is 
not the true weight corresponding to that of the air-
craft. These figures are obtained by weighing the 
model and determining the gravity moments it exerts 
about the point of suspension. 
o correction is made for windage on the model 
itself. This part of the resistance probably varies as 
account of the effect of variations in the temperature 
of the water on the viscosity. 
The mean pecific gravity of the water in the tank is 
very nearly that of normal soa water. If correction 
of the results of tests is desired it may be made on the 
basis of a mean specific gravit:v of 1.018. 
After the computations have been completed there 
remain for entering in a table of values for each speed 
the weight on the water (Ll), the resistance (R), the 
weight on water divided by t:J.e resistance (Ll /R), the 
trim, the trimming moment if recorded, and the rise. 
The plots of these respective values as they vary 
with the speed provide the curves that indicate the 
behavior and properties of a design. 
General, or "complete", :method.-This method 
gl ves more general informacion than the pecific 
FIGURE 7.-Beam view of model of PH-/ fl ying-boat hull at 14 f.p. s., (ree to trim. 
the wave-making resistance, or so nearly so as to cause 
an insignificant error in the conversion to full scale. 
No correction is made for interference between model 
and gear. This is believed to be of relatively small im-
portance, and there appears to be no reasonably simple 
method of determining the actual amount in each case. 
It has been found that testing can be done without 
erious di:fficulty at any temperature ordinarily met 
with, although the tank is unheated and consequently 
the ail' temperature varies with the outside conditions. 
However, extremely low temperatures last for such 
short periods that no serious delay has been noted from 
stopping work when operation become uncomfortable 
to those on the carriage. 
The change in temperature of the water in the tank 
i very slow and the maximum range so far has been 
from 44° F. in mid March to 63° F. in mid October. 
o attempt is made, at least for the present, to take 
method, and is especially useful if no data are at hand 
as to the complete airplane '.vi th which the float is 
to be used. It is the same a:3 the method of testing 
described by P. Schroder in reference 7. In this 
method the model is towed at a number of fixed 
weights on the water with fixed trims and at various 
constant speeds, and the 1'e i tance, trimming moment, 
and rise are determined for each of these as in the 
earlier method. This method requires more runs but 
gives information which can bo applied to more widely 
varying conditions of load, get-away speed, position 
of center of gravity, etc. The data obtained from 
the individual test runs are th3 same and the methods 
of deriving them are identical. In view of the more 
complete information obtained, this is u ually referred 
to as the "complete" methoc.. A full description of 
this method, with an example of its application, will 
form a later report. 
) 
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ACCURACY 
The accuracy of the readings from the various parts 
of the dynamometer and towing gear has been checked 
by frequent calibration and it is believed that the 
values used in preparing the curves are correct within 
the following limits: 
Specd _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ± 0.1 ft . per scc. 
Re ·isiallcc ___________________________ ±O.llb. 
Rise ________________________________ _ ±0.10 ill. 
Trim _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ± 0° 6'. 
Trimming momenL ___________ __ _____ ___ ±1.0 lb.-ft. 
'While the possible errors may seem large, particu-
lady the 1.0 lb.-ft. in the trimming moment, it will 
be seen by reference to the curves which appear later 
that they are relatively small percentages of the 
magnitudes involved. 
TYPICAL TEST DATA 
COMPARISON OF TAKE-OFF OF LANDPLANE AND SEAPLANE 
The special importance of reductions in the resistance 
to motion on the water of a flying-boat hull or a sea-
plane float becomes apparent from an examination of 
the contrast found in the curves of figure 8. This 
figme presents the curves of resistance on the water 
and land and in the air which might be expected of a 
large amphibian flying boat. On land this machine 
runs up to take-off speed on wheels like any landplane. 
On water it runs to get-away like any flying boat. For 
simplicity it is assumed that the aerodynaInic resistance 
is the same in both cases. 
The total resistance of the machine a a landplane 
before iL leaves the ground consists of the sum of the 
aerodynalnic resistance and the resistances due to 
friction and rolling along the ground. The sum of the 
last two is a maximum at the moment of beginning to 
move and becomes steadily less until it becomes zero 
at take-off. Oompared to the resistance at take-off 
the initial value of the total resistance is not very large 
and at no time before take-off does it exceed that at 
t,ake-off. 
The case is far otherwise when operating as a sea-
plane. Here the total resistance before the craft 
leaves the water is the sum of the aerodynamic resist-
ance and the hydrodynamic resistance. The comse 
of the fonner is the same as for the landplane but the 
hydrodynamic resistance shows a violent difference. 
From zero at the start it rises rapidly until at "hump" 
speed it may be double the total resistance at get-
away. It then decreases, first sharply and then more 
slowly, until it becomes zero at get-away. The total 
resistance at hump speed often comes surprisingly 
close to equaling the thrust at that speed. Should 
there be any decrease in thrust or increase in resistance 
at this speed the margin of thrust avaihtble for accelera-
tion might easily di appe:u and the craft would not be 
able to reach a speed above the hump speed and could 
not leave the water. 
That hump of resistance menacing the propeller 
thrust stands out as a most obvious point to be 
attacked if we desire to improve the performance of 
seaplanes. Every reduction in its height and extent 
will be repaid by a decrease in the time and distance 
run to get-away and the margin for contingencies 
between the thrust and resistance will be correspond-
ingly increased. 
In the case of the landplane very little can be done 
to reduce the already low rolling and frictional resist-
ance while on the ground and it is mainly the aero-
dynamic qualities that determine the time and length 
of take-off run. In the seaplane the hydrodynamic 
resistance is preponderant throughout almost the whole 
run on the water and reductions in the time and length 
of run to get-away must come almost solely from 
reductions in that resistance. 
The effect of small changes in the form or dimensions 
of the hull of a seaplane on the hydrodynamic resist-
ance may be surprisingly large. On small models the 
effects of almost microscopic changes are correspond-
ingly difficult to perceive and interpret. When larger 
models can be used, as in the N.A.O.A. tank, the 
changes themselves may be of a substantial nature; 
their effects are much more apparent and relatively 
easier to interpret. As illustrating this, we may con-
sider the two following cases: 
THE EFFECT OF A "HOOK" ON THE STEP 
Designers sometimes introduce a hook, or sharp 
downward drop of the bottom, at the step of a flying-
boat hull. Usually the depth of the addition is small 
and it is of very small extent fore and aft. On a small 
model the addition is hardly perceptible. 
Test of Navy" PH-I " with hook.-In order to obtain 
information as to the effect of such hooks on the per-
formance on the water of a typical flying boat, the step 
of a % full-size model of the hull of aN avy PH-l flying 
boat that was known to have a good performance on the 
water and in the air was fitted successively with hooks 
of three different sizes. A general plan of this model 
with the principal dimensions appears in figure 9. The 
model was made of pine and finished with several coats 
of enamel. The model was carefully checked on a 
surface plate for closeness to dimensions and it was 
found that the underwater body was within ± 0.01 
inch of the designed dimensions. 
The dimensions of the hooks appear on figure 10. As 
fitted on the model these dimensions were held to 
within ± 0.002 inch. A photograph of the model 
with the various pieces which were inserted at the step 
to form the hooks is reproduced as figure 11. 
The model was tested with no hook on the step and 
with the three hooks as shown. Test n1J1S were' marle 
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both free to trim and at fixed trims of 4°, 6°, and 8°. 
For each run the resi tance and speed were recorded 
and the rise and trim, or trimming moment at £L\:ed 
trim, 'were ob erved and recorded. After the proper 
correction had been made for windaae and rise of 
curves in which the irregularities were so great as to 
ea t doubt on the tests. Ca;~eful checking and addi-
tional point confirmed the original points and showed 
that there e~\'is ted a real di continuity which appeared 
in all four curves, but to a degree which wa much 
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towing gear the re ult were et forth as th e CUl'YC 
forming figure 12 (a) to (e) . 
iniluen ed by the depth of Lhe hook. A senreh wa 
made of the publi hed result of tests of boat and float 
Illodcls flnd it WH fOllnd thaL slIch H discontinuity had 
hecn Jl\('Jl! iOI1('d ill I"pfen'nec and shown in lig1l1'c 4 
or L1w! pupel". This pec liliarity hn beell found i ll 
eun-es from other models te~ ted in the .A.C.A tank 
olld is now reg ularly looked for . The s]wcd-re istance 
Discussion of results.--A consp1 uo II [Cfl tu J" (' of 
!heOle CIII"\' ('S is that (h(' ;:peeci-)"cs i ' bll1(,(, ClItT(', fn' c !o 
trilll , s how ' t1 ' harp break, or disconLinuity aL Ill(' IlUJlII> 
speed, 10 to 12 fept per econd. This disconLinuity 
wa faired out in ollle of Lh(' eadier plots and led Lo 
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FlGURE 9.-Principal dimensions of the model of the hull of the PH-I flying boat used in tests in lhe N.A.C.A. tank. 
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Showing successive increases 
in haok on step 
Symmelrical I 
aboul ~' __ j 
FIGURE 1O.- Dimcnsions of tbo hooks fitted on tho stop of tbo model of tbe PH-I. 
FJO URE 11.-'1'be model of the PH-I sbowing the blocks for fitting the hooks on tbe step_ 
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curve for a model with a stepped bottom is drawn as 
a smooth curve only after check tests have shown that 
the expected discontinuity does not e}"..J.st. 
The discontinuity appears at about the speed where 
the model changes from a condition where buoyant 
support predominates to one where hydrodynamic sup-
port becomes predominant. The change can be seen 
in the waves and spray thrown by the model, where it 
appears as the point where the flow from the step 
14.-,-,--,-,-.--.-,-,-,--,-.-.--,-,-,--.-.0 
-400=-J~4--L-~e~--/L2~~f6--L-2~0~~3L~~-2Je~L-3~2~~ 
Speed, f. p. s. 
(a) Performance curves of model with no hook. 
model are extended to meet Hnd this point is indicated 
by a circle. The manner in which thi point travels 
toward a lower speed and a higher resistance as the 
depth of the hook increases ~mggests the possibility of 
a systematic connection between depth of step, depth 
of hook, and re istance. This po sibility has been 
noted for future inve tigation. 
From the present curves we may draw the conclu-
sion that the second hook, 0.164 inch high, is somewhat 
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(b) Performance curves of me del with O.082-inch hook. 
FIGURE 12.-The effect of fitting hooks on the step of the model of the PH-! flying-boat hull. 
cleans up and the step ventilates properly. At that 
point the character of the resistance probably changes 
from predominantly wave making to prerlominantly 
VlSCOUS . 
It is believed that the use of large models in the 
N.A.O.A. tank makes it possible to detect this dis-
continuity; it probably does not appear as plainly with 
small models. 
In figure 12 (e) the comparison of the curves of 
resistance free to trim and at 4° fixed trim is facilitated 
by plotting them together. The two CUl'ves for each 
the better. It gave a slight reduction in maximum 
resistance, made the maximum resistance come at a 
lower speed, and caused a general lowering of resistance 
from maximum resi tance on. 
The highest hook was most unfavorable for it pro-
duced an increase in re istance at the hump of more 
than 20 percent above that for the model with no 
hook. In all probability this would exceed the thrust 
at that speed and if allowed to run along freely the 
craft with this hook on the step probably would fail to 
accelerate and could not get off. 
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From these curves it can be seen why " rocking" a 
flying boat sometimes helps it to get off. If by rocking 
back and forth a regime can be found which will even 
momentarily have a lower resistance, the speed may be 
increased enough to pass through the narrow peak of 
the discontinuity and permit further running to be 
done on the rapidly decreasing second par t of the curve. 
I t would appear that the real purpose of the rocking, 
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which frequently proves effective, i to find by trial 
the regime which momentarily permits the jumping 
from one part of the resistance curve to the other. 
TIus change in regime of cour e involves a change in 
many elements, not in the resi tance alone. 
A further general conclusion is that a moderate hook 
on the tep is an advantage. The present data are 
insufficient to form ulate a rule. However, the propor-
tions which gave the best resul t in these tests should 
hold for generally similar forms and applications. 
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THE EFFECT OF FLUTED BOTTOMS 
Longitudinal flutes have been fitted in the planing bot-
tom of a float by several designers. The flu tes usually 
produce a reduction in the spray thrown and as the craft 
rises on the step it would appear that they should give 
~N"I~ 
\ 
'-Removable block 
~ / IG I %)/ IF i 
awn · ~~~ . 1398~L36r"-_____ --1(£ -3.92·-1- 4.42"-
1- 1 <--to ----Block to restore ~ original bottom 
FIGURE la.-Cross sections at the step o( the model o( the PH·[ flying·boat hull 
showing the original and the fluted (orward bottoms. 
a reduction in the area of bottom wetted by the rising 
sheet of water and thus reduce the frictional resistance. 
Test of Navy "PH-1 " with flutes.-In order to obtain 
an idea of the effect of a relatively simple et of flutes 
will be seen that there are two shallow and two deep 
and three shallow and three deep flutes. The extent of 
the block containing the flutes is hown on the same 
figure. The appearance of tlle original model and the 
fluted blocks can be seen in Jigure 14. 
The model was te ted with the four modifications 
both free to trim and at fixed trims. During each test 
run the re istance and speed were recorded and the 
rise and trim, or trimming moment if at fixed trim, 
were observed and recorded . After the proper cor-
rections had been made for windage and rise of towing 
gear the results were set for1,h as the curves forming 
figure 15 (a) to (e). The curyes obtained from tests in 
the original form, with no hook on the step, are included 
for comparison. 
Discussion of results.-In figure 15 (e) are shown 
the a.ssembled curves for th'3 resi tance free to trim 
and at 6° fi'Ced trim. The curves for the two condi-
tions have been extended until they intersect and this 
point of intersection is indicalied by a circle. 
An examination of the cW'yes shows that the fitting 
of the fluted bottom has had little effect on the resist-
ances. All the curves have the same general character 
with a discontinuity at a speed of bout 11 feet per 
second. Before this discontiauity n.ppears the model 
is running as a displacement craft and the change 
produced by the flutes i small. After the di continu-
ity has been passed the model i more nearly a planing 
craft but the resistance is held up by the interference 
in the flows from the respective flutes. When the 
model has risen to where it is running on a single ilute 
on each side the flow cleans up and the area of bottom 
wetted is sharply reduced below that wetted with the 
plain bottom. From this point the resistance of the 
fluted bottoms lies below thaji of the plain bottom. 
FiGURE H.-Model o( the Plf-[ Oying·boat bull sbowing tbe original (orm and tbe blocks to be inserted to give tbe (our !lnted forward bottoms. 
in the bottom of a flying-boat hull the model of the 
P IJ-1 which was used in the tests just described wa 
modified, by fitting portable blocks in the bottom, to 
have successively four different types of flutes. The 
original cross section at the step and those produced 
by the four modifications are shown in figure 13. It 
As is usually the case, obserlTation of the flow around 
the bottom gave many interes·jing hints. At the hump 
and at certain stages after the hump was passed the 
number of flutes in the bottom could be told by the 
number of clearly marked separate jets in which the 
water issued from under the bottom. 
[ 
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In general, the fluted bottoms threw less spray than 
the plain bottom. However, a spray strip at the chine 
on the original model made the spray from the plain 
bottom as little as from the fluted bottom. A report 
on the effect of spray strips on the performance of this 
model is in preparation. 
From the results of this test it may be concluded 
that fluting the bottom of a flying-boat hull of a good 
design, such as was used in this case, will probably 
give no very large changes in performance. Any 
improvement in spray tlu'own can probably be equaled 
by a proper spray strip on the original model. 
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, 
ATIONAL ADVISORY OOMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS, 
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., June 9, 1933. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moment's) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(par::tllel 
Sym- to axis) Designation Sym-Designation bol symbol bol 
LongitudinaL __ X X rolling _____ L 
LateraL _______ Y Y pitching ___ _ M 
NormaL ______ Z Z yawing _____ N 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L J..{ 
al = qbS am = qcS 
Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
direction t ion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
Y->Z rolL _____ q, u p 
Z->X pitch _____ IJ v q 
X->Y yaw _____ 
'" 
w T 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neu-
tral position), D. (Indicate smface by proper 
subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, Diameter. 
p, Geometric pitch. 
plD, Pitch ratio. 
V', Inflow ,velocity. 
V., Slipstream velocity. 
T, Thrust, absolute coefficient aT= ;704 pnLF 
Q, Torque, absolute coefficient aQ = ~D5 pn 
P, Power, absolute coefficient ap = fD5' pn 
as, Speed power coefficient = -V ~~: . 
7], Efficiency. 
n, Revolutions per second, r. p. s. 
ct>, Effective helix angle = tan-1 (Z-!n) 
.5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp. = 76.04 kglmls = 550 Ib·Zft.Zsec. 
1 kg/m/s=0.01315 hp. 
1 mi./hr. =0.44704 m/s 
1 mls = 2.23693 mi./hr. 
1 lb. = 0.4535924277 kg 
1 kg = 2.2046224 lb. 
1 mi. = 1609.35 m = 5280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808333 ft. 

